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DIRECT DETECTION

- Searches for dark matter 
particles interacting directly 
with a dark matter detector 

- Energy deposited in the 
detector target is deposited 
into:  

- Phonons (in crystals) or heat 

- Ionisation / charge 

- Scintillation light 

- Using more than one 
observable can allow some 
degree of discrimination 
between different recoil types 
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Figure 2.4: Sample Feynman diagrams of dark matter detection methods. Figure (a)
shows dark matter co-annihilation to two photons, which would create a spectral line
for indirect searches. Direct detection, as illustrated in (b), detects the recoil of a nucleon
from a dark matter particle. Lastly, dark matter may be produced in colliders, as shown in
(c). An example signature where a gluon is emitted as ISR, creating a single jet is shown.
The effective operators signified by a grey blob can be related between the different cases.

sioned using liquid Xenon. Cryogenic solid-state detectors detecting phonons may reach
down to GeV-scale masses, reach limits of 1 ⇥ 10�14 b[19].

Collider Searches

Dark matter produced in particle collisions will leave the other collision products unbal-
anced in momentum. Searches for dark matter recoiling against a jet or a photon[2][1] can,
for some dark matter coupling models, compete with direct detection up to ⇠ 100 GeV.
To establish that a detected particle in a collider is identical to dark matter on astronom-
ical scales would be challenging, however, without corroboration from either direct or
indirect detection.
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Direct detection

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia and Ludwig Rauch. 
“Dark matter direct-detection experiments”. In: J. 
Phys. G43.1 (2016) , p . 013001. DOI : 
10.1088/0954-3899/43/1/013001. 



DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EXAMPLES
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Figures except SENSEI from: Marc Schumann. “Direct Detection of WIMP Dark Matter: 
Concepts and Status”. In: J. Phys. G 46.10 (2019), p. 103003. doi: 10.1088/1361- 6471/
ab2ea5.  
SENSEI illustration from https://sensei-skipper.github.io/#SkipperCCD 

CRYOGENIC DETECTOR: HEAT & IONISATION 
LIQUID NOBLE GAS 1- AND 2-PHASE TPCS

BUBBLE CHAMBER

CCD READ OUT REPEATEDLY PER-PIXEL
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https://sensei-skipper.github.io/#SkipperCCD


INFERENCE PROCEDURES
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POISSON UPPER LIMITS (WITH OR 
WITHOUT PROFILING)

ASYMPTOTIC LOG-
LIKELIHOOD PROFILING

+METHODS FOR MISSING BACKGROUND MODELS 
(SEE LATER)

NON-ASYMPTOTIC TOY-MC 
CALIBRATED TEST STATISTIC 

DISTRIBUTIONS
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LIKELIHOODS
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UNBINNED 
LIKELIHOODS

ℒ(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) = ℒsci(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) × ℒcal( ⃗θb) × ℒanc( ⃗θb)

CALIBRATION

OTHER 
MEASUREMENTS
/CONSTRAINTS

ℒsci(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) = Poisson(Nsci |μb( ⃗θb) + μs(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb)) ×
Ns

∏
i=1 [ μs

μs + μb
fs( ⃗xi |s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) +

μb

μs + μb
fb( ⃗xi | ⃗θb)]

  typically on the same form, while  contains ancillary measurements— often 
Gaussian terms like  but sometimes more complex functions, e.g. with correlations 
or with a different likelihood shape

ℒcal( ⃗θb) ℒanc( ⃗θb)
Gaussian( ̂θi |θi, σθi

)

BINNED 
LIKELIHOODS

ℒsci(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) =
Poisson(Nsci |μb( ⃗θb) + μs(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb))  

ℒsci(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) =
Poisson(Nsci |μb( ⃗θb) + μs(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb)) ×

Poisson(Ncal |α × μb( ⃗θb))

COUNTING

SEARCH DATA

ON-OFF 
LIKELIHOODS

ℒsci(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb) =
Ns

∏
i=1

[Poisson(Ni |μb,i( ⃗θb) + μs,i(s, ⃗θs , ⃗θb))]



Whitepaper this year, 

written in particular for 

high-mass ( ) 

dark matter searches.  

• Recommends profile 

likelihood with toyMCs 

• Fixed set of signal models 

• Recommended set of 

astrophysical models

> 10 GeV/c2

GENERAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS

D. Baxter et al. Recommended conventions for 
reporting results from direct dark matter searches. Eur. 

Phys. J. C, 81(10):907, 2021. doi: 10.1140/epjc/
s10052-021-09655-y. 6

A similar effort is underway 
for low-threshold detectors



• Collects public datasets 

• CRESST, 

• XENON 

• ANAIS 

• Three more upcoming 

• Online jupyter notebooks 

and visualisation to 

explore data 

• Funded by ORIGINS 

Excellence Cluster

DARK MATTER DATA 
CENTER

7

https://www.origins-cluster.de/odsl/dark-matter-
data-center



REINTERPRETABLE 
RESULTS
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Maximum-Gap methods: one dimension, can provide upper limits

Effective Field Theory results: A large number of results to cover theory-space

Data Releases: allows you to construct your own likelihood

Likelihood Releases: gives you a collaboration-provided likelihood definition



- Effective field theories of direct 
detection provides a full set of 
possible recoil spectra 

- Nonrelativistic EFTs can give a 
complete set of Galilean-invariant 
operators 

- However, other sets of operators 
can better preserve the 
connection with high-energy 
interactions, for example Chiral 
EFTs that expand the QCD 
lagrangian 

- In either case, any specific theory 
will predict a mixture of many 
operators, and you must either find 
which will dominate the spectrum, 
or match your recoil spectrum to the 
nearest available EFT spectrum and 
use that limit appropriately scaled 

- Benefits: get the full likelihood that 
the collaboration uses

EFFECTIVE FIELD 
THEORY RESULTS

XENON Effective Field Theory and Inelastic Dark 
Matter Results from XENON1T. ArXiv 2210.07591 [hep-

ex] 9

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.07591


UPPER LIMITS WITH 
UNKNOWN BACKGROUNDS

- If the signal distribution is 
known along some variable, the 
maximum gap/optimal interval 
method can incorporate this, 
even in the presence of an 
unknown background 

- Find the space between 
observed events containing the 
largest signal expectation, and 
find the largest signal 
compatible with this largest 
“gap”. 

- The method can be extended 
as “optimum interval” where 
you search for the largest 
interval containing 0,1,2 etc 
events 

- threshold for the best interval 
test statistic found via toyMC 
methods

10

S. Yellin. Finding an upper limit in the presence of an unknown 
background. Physical Review D, 66(3), Aug 2002. ISSN 
1089-4918. doi: 10.1103/physrevd.66.032005.



CRESST-III

11CRESST Collaboration, A. H. Abdelhameed et al., 
“Description of CRESST-III Data,” arXiv:1905.07335 



• Model for p(Ereco| pmodel(E) provided, with datafile for 
the efficiency, data-points: 

CRESST Collaboration, A. H. Abdelhameed et al., “Description of CRESST-III Data,” arXiv:1905.07335  

• At high mass, the normal approximation to the detector resolution 
fails, but results are otherwise very similar to the main CRESST-III 
results for both spin-dependent and dependent:



XENON1T IONISATION-ONLY 
ANALYSIS

- An analysis requiring only an 
ionisation signal (no 
scintillation flash) 

- Event depth resolution 
deteriorates 

- Incomplete background 
model 

-  A 30% portion of the data is 
used to choose optimal ROIs 
for each signal model 
considered 

- limits on elastic recoils down to 
3 GeV/c2 
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Aprile, E. et al. (XENON collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 251801 (2019) 
https://github.com/XENON1T/s2only_data_release 

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4075018



XENON1T IONISATION-ONLY 
ANALYSIS

- The analysis includes a data 
release with 

- Data coordinates (training 
and science dataset) 

- detector response matrices 
(right) for electronic and 
nuclear recoils 

- the partial background 
model 

-  Jupyter notebook to 
compute upper limits using 
the ROIs optimised for the 
signal models considered in 
the paper

14

Aprile, E. et al. (XENON collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 251801 (2019) 
https://github.com/XENON1T/s2only_data_release 

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4075018



ANAIS DATA RELEASE

- ANAIS searches for an annual 
modulation signal with NaI 
scintillators (similar to those 
used by DAMA/LIBRA) 

- Observables: energy and phase 

- With  exposure, they 
record a  tension with the 
DAMA signal 

- The released data includes  

- data for each of 9 detectors,  

- efficiency 

- live time 

- simulated data 

- And a ROOT routine to fit the 
data

315 kg × y
∼ 3σ

15

ANAIS Collaboration: Annual modulation results from three-year 
exposure of ANAIS-112,  Phys. Rev. D 103 (2021), 102005, DOI: 10.1103/

PhysRevD.103.102005

ANAIS Collaboration and the open data center: Dataset for Annual 
modulation results from three-year exposure of ANAIS-112, https://

www.origins-cluster.de/odsl/dark-matter-data-center/available-datasets/
anais 

https://gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/dmdc/anais/anais112/

https://www.origins-cluster.de/odsl/dark-matter-data-center/available-datasets/anais
https://www.origins-cluster.de/odsl/dark-matter-data-center/available-datasets/anais
https://www.origins-cluster.de/odsl/dark-matter-data-center/available-datasets/anais
https://gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/dmdc/anais/anais112/


XENONNT ELECTRONIC RECOIL 
SPECTRUM 

- In addition to WIMP searches, 
lXe TPCs are sensitive to 
signatures of dark photons, 
axions and other particles that 
would leave an electronic recoil 
signature in the 1 keV - 100 keV 
range.  

- A peak observed by XENON1T 
at 2.7 keV has been excluded 
by XENONnT— for both results, 
the data has been made public 
to allow recasts 

- Released data on Zenodo 
contains the necessary 
ingredients to compute the 
likelihood:  

- Detector efficiency 

- Background model 

- Event energies 

16

XENON Collaboration: Excess Electronic Recoil Events in XENON1T,  
Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 7, 072004, DOI:  10.1103/PhysRevD.102.072004

https://xenonexperiment.org/public-data/

XENON Collaboration: Search for New Physics in Electronic Recoil Data 
from XENONnT,  Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 16, 161805, DOI:  10.1103/

PhysRevLett.129.161805 

https://xenonexperiment.org/public-data/
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.161805
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.161805


PARTITIONING ANALYSIS 
SPACE

- High-energy nuclear search 
published alongside EFT results 
for low (cS1<30PE) recoil energy 

- If inelastic recoils are allowed, 
the number of free signal 
parameters became intractable
— 28 allowed EFT couplings, 
plus a WIMP mass and mass 
splitting 

- 9 bins with event numbers, 
expected background, provided 
for a set of points in S1/S2 
space  

- The expected signal in each bin 
is given with the transfer 
probability matrix between true 
recoil energy and bin number. 
The transfer matrix is provided 
for a range of nuisance 
parameters

17
E. Aprile et al. (XENON) and B. Farmer,  

Phys. Rev. D 96, 042004 (2017), 1705.02614



XENON1T: FAST APPROXIMATE 
XENON1T LIKELIHOOD

- Discriminating between signal 
and background in lXe TPCs 
uses several observables (S1, 
S2 and often spatial 
dimensions or categories) 

- Data reported in sub-volumes 
of the detector such as in the 
table of the original result 
paper can only give a rough 
indication of the upper limit 

- The calculation is also rather 
slow—  for one upper 
limit for XENON1T.  

- Taking inspiration from FERMI 
results and the XENON100 EFT 
paper, XENON has published 
an approximate likelihood for 
WIMPs (and other NR 
signatures)

∼ 30 s

18

XENON. An approximate likelihood for nuclear recoil searches 
with XENON1T data. Eur. Phys. J. C, 82:989, 2022. doi: 10.1140/

epjc/s10052-022-10913-w



FAST APPROXIMATE XENON1T 
LIKELIHOOD

- Key idea: compute profiled 
likelihoods in bins of 
reconstructed energy as 
function of the signal 
expectation in that bin 

- A migration matrix gives you 
the expected number of events 
for each reconstructed energy 
bin — which you can then look 
up the profiled likelihood in 
that bin 

- The total approximate log-
likelihood is the sum of the 
contributions from each bin

r

19

XENON. An approximate likelihood for nuclear recoil searches with 
XENON1T data. Eur. Phys. J. C, 82:989, 2022. doi: 10.1140/epjc/

s10052-022-10913-w

ℒ( ̂s, ̂θ)

ℒ(s, ̂ ̂θ)
≈ ∑

r

λr(sr) + Constant



FAST LIKELIHOODS
- Approximations:  

- All models are assumed to 
be constant within each 
reconstructed energy bin 

- Nuisance parameters 
(except the mismodelling 
term) are set to their best-fit 
values.  

- Each reconstructed bin is 
profiled separately 

- Asymptotic results are 
mostly used 

- Bias and spread with respect to 
the full likelihood is checked for 
a range of signal spectra— 
away from the spectrum, they 
are slightly conservative with 

 spread.< 20 %

20

XENON. An approximate likelihood for nuclear recoil searches 
with XENON1T data. Eur. Phys. J. C, 82:989, 2022. doi: 10.1140/

epjc/s10052-022-10913-w

XENONCollaboration, XENON1T approximate binwise data release 
(2022). https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE

https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE


USE FOR SENSITIVITY, 
COVERAGE CHECK

- At low recoil energies, the 
signal-background 
discrimination is low, and low-
mass WIMP limits for XENON1T 
were in the non-asymptotic 
regime 

- By computing the Neyman 
threshold for a range of mono-
energetic signals, we can find 
the most extreme 
discrimination case— we 
provide this threshold line to 
allow for nonasymptotic upper 
limits 

- Results overcover for all tested 
signals 

- In addition, the release includes  
results for the 20ty XENONnT 
projection paper, so that 
projections can be computed 
for arbitrary spectra

21

XENON. An approximate likelihood for nuclear recoil searches 
with XENON1T data. Eur. Phys. J. C, 82:989, 2022. doi: 10.1140/

epjc/s10052-022-10913-w
XENONCollaboration, XENON1T approximate binwise data release 

(2022). https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE 
https://github.com/XENON1T/

xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood

https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE
https://github.com/XENON1T/xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood
https://github.com/XENON1T/xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood


FAST LIKELIHOODS

- Data and code available via 
zenodo and GitHub:  

- Migration matrix 

- Likelihood matrix 

- python code to compute 
limits given an arbitrary 
recoil spectrum 

- XENONnT 20ty projection 
migration matrix and 1000 
toy simulation likelihood 
matrices 

- an upper limit takes  
— three orders of magnitude 
faster than the full computation

∼ 40 ms
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XENON. An approximate likelihood for nuclear recoil searches 
with XENON1T data. Eur. Phys. J. C, 82:989, 2022. doi: 10.1140/

epjc/s10052-022-10913-w
XENONCollaboration, XENON1T approximate binwise data release 

(2022). https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE 
https://github.com/XENON1T/

xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood

https://zenodo.org/record/7255651#.Y5OTAC9w1fE
https://github.com/XENON1T/xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood
https://github.com/XENON1T/xenon1t_approximate_nuclear_recoil_likelihood


REINTERPRETABLE 
RESULTS

23

Maximum-Gap methods

Effective Field Theory results

Data Releases

Likelihood Releases

- Many experiments now publish 
recastable results 

- In particular if the likelihood is 
in one dimension many results 
are released either via the max 
gap, or as a spectrum 

- Higher-threshold lXe TPC NR 
searches use higher-
dimensional likelihood, and 
have often only provided EFT 
results as a way to reinterpret 
their limits beyond simple 
counting approximations 

- approximate likelihoods can 
yield a good approximation to 
these results that also gives 
significant performance 
improvements. 

- Heerak Banerjee 

- Dan Baxter 

- Qing Lin 

- Ibles Olcina 

- Madeleine Zurowski

Thanks to people who answered my 
questions for this:
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DARKSIDE-50 IONISATION-
SEARCH

- The DarkSide-50 detector is a 
liquid argon dual-phase TPC with 
a 46 kg active target 

-  For a low-threshold (down to 0.6 
keV NR) search, using only 
ionisation signals and a 6786 kg-
days exposure 

- upper limits computed with a 
binned profile likelihood 

- In addition to confidence intervals 
on spin-independent dark matter, 
the paper includes the 

- Quenching model and 
efficiency needed to compute 
signal spectra in the ne- 
ionisation bins 

- (possibly incomplete) 
background expectation per 
ne- bin 

- Detection efficiency

25

DarkSide Collaboration, P. Agnes et al., “Low-Mass Dark Matter Search 
with the DarkSide-50 Experiment,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 121 no. 8, (2018) 

081307  


